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Abstract
This paper presents an overview of process variation effects, including examples of mitigation strategies and test methods. Experimental and theoretical comparisons are presented for both 45nm and 65nm RDF. SRAM matching and interconnect variation is discussed for both 65nm and 45nm, including examples of process and design mitigation strategies. Use of ring oscillators for detailed measurement of within-wafer and within-die variation is illustrated for 65nm and 45nm products.

Introduction
Moore’s Law driven technology scaling has improved VLSI performance by five orders of magnitude in the last four decades. As advanced technologies continue the pursuit of Moore’s Law, a variety of challenges will need to be overcome. One of the most significant of these challenges is management of variation [1,2]. While variation is certainly not new, the continued decrease in the ratio of feature sizes to fundamental dimensions (such as atomic dimensions and light wavelengths) means that management of variation will play an increasingly important role in future technology scaling.

Variation Taxonomy
Critical to any discussion of variation (see Fig. 1) is whether the impact of a variation effect is fundamental (i.e. requiring a disruptive invention to circumvent) or resolvable (i.e. can be fixed with continued technology improvements over time). A large number of variation effects of both types have been documented in the literature [3-14]. Examples include: highly random effects (random dopant fluctuation, RDF [3], line-edge roughness, LER [4-5], local oxide thickness variations [6], interface charge nonuniformities [7]), patterning proximity effects (classical and OPC/RET [8]), proximity effects associated with stress (overlayers, PMOS epitaxy, STI-induced [9]), proximity effects associated with polish (STI and ILD [10]), proximity effects associated with anneals (RTA-generated [11]), device-related (pocket implants [12] poly grains, oxide thickness [13]), and design-related (hot spots, droop) [14].

Random dopant fluctuation (RDF)
MOS threshold voltage variation due to random fluctuations in the number and location of dopant atoms is an increasingly significant effect. RDF is assumed to be the major contributor to device mismatch of identical adjacent devices and is frequently represented by

\[ \sigma_{VT_{\text{Rand}}} = \frac{2 q e \phi_0}{\epsilon_{\text{ox}}} \left( \frac{N}{W_{\text{eff}} \cdot L_{\text{eff}}} \right) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \left( \frac{c_2}{W_{\text{eff}} \cdot L_{\text{eff}}} \right) \]  

illustrating that matching improves with decreases in channel doping \( N \) and gate oxide thickness \( Tox \), and degrades when device area decreases[15].

Historical scaling suggests a continued improvement in \( C2 \) with \( Tox \) scaling. However, the historical improvement trend in \( C2 \) slowed when gate leakage concerns limited \( Tox \) scaling with conventional gate oxides at 65nm (Fig. 2). HiK+MG, enables a return to a historical scaling trend with associated matching improvement.

![Fig. 1 Typical variation effects in relation to their solution path](image1)

![Fig. 2 Scaling of \( \sigma_{VT} \) random variation over technology generation](image2)
Many studies have attempted to correlate theoretical predictions of RDF against experimental matching data [16-17]. In our work, we developed a 3D numerical model with an adaptive local meshing scheme that allows prediction of VT for arbitrary dopant profiles (see Fig. 3).

The model uses a weighted cumulative probability distribution function to statistically distribute dopant atoms in a device according to the average nonuniform background doping profile, and a Poisson probability function to obtain a statistical number of dopant atoms to be distributed in the device. We compared the results of this model for both 45nm and 65nm against device matching data (see Fig. 4).

In comparison of simulation results to 65nm silicon data (see Fig. 4), our results show that simulated RDF is ~65% of the total sigmaVT. Similar results are obtained when comparing 45nm simulation results to data where the simulated RDF is ~60% of the total sigmaVT. The remainder can then be targeted for process improvement.

As one final point, RDF is a good example of a fundamental variation effect which requires a disruptive invention to resolve. One example of such a disruptive invention is a fully-depleted device (such as an UTB or Trigate [18] device) where channel control can be maintained with significantly lower channel doping. An example of the improvement possible with a disruptive invention is illustrated with Trigate simulation data in Fig. 5. The improvement from a conventional planar to Trigate geometry (at matched doping) is 10%. The improvement at 6X reduced channel doping enabled by the improved Trigate gate control is 60%.

The SRAM exercises some of the smallest area devices in the technology and the SRAM SNM is quite sensitive to device mismatch (see Fig. 6). While RDF (discussed above) likely represents the fundamental limit for mismatch in the SRAM, a variety of systematic issues (particularly lithography constraints) can contribute significantly to SRAM cell mismatch. These issues can be successfully mitigated with both design and process changes.
An example of a design mitigation strategy is to change the topology of the SRAM from a “tall” design to a “wide” design (see Figs. 6-7 and [19]). The wide design improves CD control and variation by aligning the poly in a single direction, eliminating diffusion corners, and relaxing some patterning constraints on other critical layers. A process mitigation strategy (Fig. 7c) is to change the poly patterning process so that the poly endcaps are square rather than rounded. Square endcaps eliminate the variation associated with “dogbone” and “icicle” endcaps.

**Front-end**

Transistor variation is driven by many factors [3-14], however poly Lgate control and the control of diffusion anneal steps are particularly significant. Fig. 8 provides an example of variation improvement over time in poly CD enabled by continuous process technology improvements. Fig. 9 shows an example of a design mitigation strategy where dummy features were incorporated to improve poly density and thus improve RTA temperature uniformity to reduce systematic transistor variation.

**Interconnect**

Much recent literature has been devoted to the topic of modeling interconnect variation [20-22]. While improved modeling can be valuable, our approach is to resolve the issue at the origin by eliminating the original source of the variation. One example is shown in Fig. 10, which illustrates the improvement in 45nm MT1 within-wafer resistance uniformity over 65nm due to improvements in Cu CMP. A second example is shown in Fig. 11, which shows the improvement resulting from an OPC/RET update which resolved the issue of a poor resist profile causing variation in metal pattern after etch.

---

**Fig. 7** Cell topology enhancements for mismatch improvement

An example of a design mitigation strategy is to change the topology of the SRAM from a “tall” design to a “wide” design (see Figs. 6-7 and [19]). The wide design improves CD control and variation by aligning the poly in a single direction, eliminating diffusion corners, and relaxing some patterning constraints on other critical layers. A process mitigation strategy (Fig. 7c) is to change the poly patterning process so that the poly endcaps are square rather than rounded. Square endcaps eliminate the variation associated with “dogbone” and “icicle” endcaps.

**Fig. 8** Poly CD variation improvements per generation

Transistor variation is driven by many factors [3-14], however poly Lgate control and the control of diffusion anneal steps are particularly significant. Fig. 8 provides an example of variation improvement over time in poly CD enabled by continuous process technology improvements. Fig. 9 shows an example of a design mitigation strategy where dummy features were incorporated to improve poly density and thus improve RTA temperature uniformity to reduce systematic transistor variation.

**Fig. 9** RTA temperature uniformity improvements with poly dummies

**Fig. 10** Improvement in MT1 uniformity enabled by Cu CMP

Much recent literature has been devoted to the topic of modeling interconnect variation [20-22]. While improved modeling can be valuable, our approach is to resolve the issue at the origin by eliminating the original source of the variation. One example is shown in Fig. 10, which illustrates the improvement in 45nm MT1 within-wafer resistance uniformity over 65nm due to improvements in Cu CMP. A second example is shown in Fig. 11, which shows the improvement resulting from an OPC/RET update which resolved the issue of a poor resist profile causing variation in metal pattern after etch.

**Fig. 11** Improvement in MT1 resist profiles with OPC/RET
Measurement of variation with ring oscillators

One powerful tool for assessment of variation is locating ring-oscillators (ROs) routinely in all product designs. The detailed RO data can be used to identify areas of concern for process teams to resolve. Figs. 12-13 show examples of the use of RO $f_{\text{max}}$ to determine systematic and random within-wafer (WIW) variation across generations. Fig. 14 gives a example of RO data (used in conjunction with a calibration structure) to extract 65nm to 45nm systematic within-die (WID) VT variation comparisons. The comparisons from RO data show that both WIW and WID variation is not increasing from one generation to the next.

Conclusion

While management of variation is likely to play an increasingly important role in future technology scaling, a variety of process, design and layout techniques can be applied to mitigate the impact of this variation. Variation does not pose an insurmountable barrier to Moore’s Law, but is simply another challenge to be overcome.
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